
Editor’s Note: This article is the second of two parts. Part one, which was printed in the December 1996

issue of Construction Dimensions, discussed the first four of eight “deadly sins” involved in expanded

metal lath installation for the application of portland cement stucco. This final installment covers “sins”

five through eight.

AUTHOR'S NOTE: The following

article is the result of contributions from

some of the most respected technical con-

sultants in the lath and plaster industry

Without their contributions this article

would not have been possible. Those con-

tributors and their current affliction are

as follows: Michael Gardner, The Associ-

ation of the Wall and Ceiling Indus-

tries-International; Bruce Pottle, Min-

nesota Lath and Plaster Bureau; Walter F.
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Pruter, Information Bureau, Drywall

Lath and Plaster; Jake Ribar, Construc-

tion Technology Laboratory; Ron Wol-

lard CEMCO; and Gary J. Maylon,

Alabama Metal Industries. These men see

many installation problems on a recur-

ring basis and the repercussions of these

errors on the finished stucco membrane.

We offer this information as a reminder of

the proper installation procedures for

metal lath as required by ASTM specifi-

cations and most code bodies. It has been

our observation that many contractors do

not properly familiarize themselves with

these specifications until they experience a

catastrophic failure and the dreaded word

“litigation” is mentioned At that point

many consultants and industry technical

representatives are contacted to help recti-

fy or justify the faulty construction.

We hope to avoid some of these prob-
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lems by calling to the attention of speci-

fiers, contractors and inspectors those

specification items that are most critical

to the proper installation of metal lath

and portland cement stucco, including

those that are most often overlooked or

improperly performed. The following

are The Eight Deadly Sins of Metal Lath

Installation for Portland Cement Stucco.

1.

2.

3.

4 .
5.

6.

7.

Improper plywood sheathing

installation (not necessarily the

responsibility of the lathing con-

tractor).

Improper selection of metal lath

by weight and style for each span

and application.

Improper installation of metal

lath.

Improper fastening of lath.

Improper use of metal lath acces-

sories or the use of the wrong

and sealants at all possible points

of water entry (also not usually

the direct responsibility of the

lathing contractor).

8. Improper installation of suspend-

ed ceilings.

For the purpose of this article I will be

discussing the installation of metal lath

for the exterior installation of portland

cement stucco. The installation of

metal lath for interior applications with

portland cement or gypsum cement
has subtle differences from the require-

ments for exterior installation, and

those differences will not be addressed

in this article.

accessory material for certain

applications and areas.

Improper installation or inade-

quate number of expansion The number-one problem we see in

joints. this area is the use of galvanized beads

Improper installation of flashing in high-moisture areas, heavily indus-

trialized areas and in coastal areas with

salt-laden atmospheres. For example,

we constantly hear complaints about

the rusting of galvanized corner and

casing beads in Florida. Though this

problem in not totally unique to the

Florida market, we hear very few rust

complaints outside of this area.

Most experts that I have discussed this

situation with have suggested that this

problem is the result of several con-

tributing factors. Among these is the

heavily salt laden atmosphere of the

Florida coastal areas and, secondly, the

sand that is used in many of these areas.

Much of the sand used in Florida

comes from fresh-water pits, and occa-

sionally these pits are contaminated

with brackish water. This salt content

remains in the sand and ends up in the

stucco mixture. Every time it rains the

salt leaches out of the stucco and bathes

the galvanized beads with a saline solu-

tion that greatly accelerates the sacrifi-

cial process. Recent testing of stucco

samples from Central and Southern

Florida has revealed high chloride con-
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the  hot -d ip  process tha t

deposits a thin coating of zinc

uniformly on all surfaces of

the metal. In the case of lath

accessories, which are required

to have a G-60 galvanized

coating, this amounts to a

half-millimeter thickness on
(Left) Rusty corner beads often occur at window sills because moisture is allowed
to remain in place for extended periods. (Right) Improper corner bead installation

each side. The average life

caused delimination of this corner. This is an open invitation to moisture and ver-
expectancy of G-60 galva-

nized coatings is three to seven

years, depending on the envi-
min intrusion.

tents. This would indicate that either the sand or the water

used in the stucco was contaminated. Beads located on hori-

zontal shelves with little or no slope, such as window sills, are

particularly susceptible to corrosion.

It might be helpful at this point to explain the corrosion

process of galvanized metals. Zinc is applied to carbon steel via

ronmental conditions that exist. The zinc sacrifices itself at a

given rate in order to protect the carbon steel. Once the zinc

is fully sacrificed in an area, red rust appears. This situation is

further exacerbated by the plasterer who drags his trowel across

the edge of the bead, where the sand in the stucco acts like

sandpaper in that it removes a portion of the zinc and thus

shortens the life of the coating.

My reason for going into this long explanation of galvanized

beads is to state that I feel very strongly that where those con-

ditions described in the preceding paragraph exist, only zinc

alloy (99 percent pure zinc) or vinyl accessories should be

used. Although not required by code, the added cost of these

products is very nominal when one considers the cost of

removing rusty beads and replacing them with new beads.

We see many installation errors with corner bead and corner

reinforcement installation. When corner beads are installed,

they are squeezed together in order to pull out the nose to

match the ground height of the other accessories, which

should be the same as the overall thickness of the stucco mem-

brane. In doing so, a cavity is created behind the corner bead.

Many times the plasterer applies a tapered coat of stucco to the

outside surface of the corner bead, rather than using a trowel

to force the stucco into this cavity to reinforce the corner.

Though this application is not covered by ASTM or any of the

codes, good industry practice is to reinforce the corner. When

plaster is skim-coated in a taper on the corner bead, it will be

7/8-inch tapered down to 1/8-inch at the nose. As stated ear-

lier in this article, variations in thickness will nearly always

result in cracks. Also, a corner that is not reinforced will take

very little abuse, such as being hit with a lawn mower.

Bullnose or other rounded corner reinforcement are popular

in mission- or adobe-style plastering. A uniform plaster thick-
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ness is not possible unless the architect

requires the corners of the studs and

headers to be chamfered at a 45-degree
angle to enable the lath to curve around

the corners. References vary as to the

recommended spacing for attachments

of various lathing accessories. It is

essential that they be installed straight

or to the desired plane of the finished

plaster. Attachment must be solid so

that it holds the accessory in place dur-

ing the plaster application, because

accessories determine the ultimate plas-

ter thickness.

It should be noted that the UBC dif-

ferentiates between corner reinforce-

ments and corner beads. Corner rein-

forcements are accessories made from

expanded galvanized steel or galvanized

welded wire for use in portland cement
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stucco. These accessories are manufac- All accessories must be attached a min-

tured with larger openings than corner imum of 7 inches on center. Corner

beads to enable the basecoat plaster to beads and casing beads should be

fill the corner solidly. These products attached to the framing members using

help prevent hollow corners, which can the same fasteners as specified for metal

lead to moisture intrusion, mildew lath attachment, and control joints

growth and dry rot. should be wire-tied to the metal lath.
Further discussion of accessories must

continue with stress-relief joints, which

are usually called control or expansion

joints. They are probably the most mis-

understood and misused accessory in

the lathing trade. Because industry

experts have conflicting opinions as to

how (or even if) stress-relief joints

should be used, architects’ details sel-

dom show what joint is expected and

how it is to be installed.

The two major stresses that must be

anticipated in portland cement plaster

are shrinkage as the plaster hardens and

gains strength and, secondly, trans-

ferred structural stresses from framing
movement or foundation settlement.

The stresses to be concerned with are

contraction (shrinkage) and shear. The

purpose of detailing and installing

stress-relief joints is to minimize crack-

ing. Obviously, cracks are not nearly so

apparent in heavy or coarse textures as

they are in fine, smoother ones. The

type and spacing of joints in coarse tex-

tures can thus be more liberal as long as

code requirements are met.

I believe the best way to address the

expansion issue is to simply state what is

published in the most recent issue of

ASTM Standard Specification C 1063,

which is referenced by most model

codes. This specification requires that

expansion or control joints be placed so

as to separate the stucco surface into

panels no larger than 144 square feet for

walls and 100 square feet for ceiling

applications. Additionally, this spec
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ing the lath uncut behind the

joint negates the effectiveness.

We see stress-relief joints mis-

used or underutilized more

than any other lathing accesso-

ry. As with all accessories,

stress-relief joints must be

(Left) If the designer does not provide for expansion with properly placed expan-
wire-tied to lath edges or, in

sion joints, nature will. This photo shows the result of inadequate expansion joints.
some situations, attached to

(Right) A stucco reveal was used unsuccessfully as an expansion joint. Note the
supports at spacing that

separation of the expansion from the stucco and the cracking at the reveal. ensures stability. On large ver-

tical surfaces where horizon-

requires that the maximum length-to-width ratio of 2.5 to- 1.0

be maintained, and the distance between any two joints should

not exceed 18 lineal feet. Furthermore, ASTM C 1063 requires

that the metal lath shall not be continuous through the stress

relief joints, but must be terminated and tied on each side.

tally and vertically installed joints intersect, it is suggested that

the vertical joints be continuous and the horizontal joints be

cut to abut the verticals. Care must be taken to see that the

abutting horizontal joints do not impede movement of the

vertical joints in relieving stresses in the stucco matrix. Weath-

er-resistive building-paper should be maintained continuously

Fastening the expansion-joint flanges to the sheathing, or leav-behind the joints or else sufficiently wide (minimum 9 inches)
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strips of flashing should be installed

ship-lapped to divert water to the exte-

rior.

small ones of more acceptable dimen-

sions, one-piece reveals do not reinforce

the plaster panel perimeters, nor can

they accommodate the shrinkage that

Some architectural designers detail one- occurs as new plaster hardens and gains

piece metal-reveals to serve as stress- strength. Reveals can be used in addi-

relief elements. Although the reveals tion to stress-relief joints but should not

may divide large areas of plaster into be considered as replacements.

Finally, the last area of concern with

regard to expansion joints is that the

joints must be clean and free of all

cement. Most of these beads have a

tape cover provided to protect them

during the plastering process. If cement

does enter the joint, it should be

removed while still wet and with as lit-

de damage to the zinc coating as possi-

ble. If cement is allowed to harden in

the joint, movement of the joint will be

restricted and cracking of the stucco

will be inevitable.

Though flashing is not the responsibil-

ity of the plastering contractor, it is very

important that the contractor be aware

that poor or nonexistent flashing will,

in time, cause great deterioration to the

stucco system. Water intrusion through

any unsealed opening will admit large

amounts of moisture in the form of

wind-blown rains into the wall cavity.

This moisture, left unchecked, will

deteriorate the framing and the ply-

wood sheathing causing swelling and

delamination of the plywood. Once the

plywood swells excessively, it will near-

ly always cause structural cracking in

the stucco.

More than 95 percent of “leaky stucco”

walls involve flashing that should have

been properly installed around all

openings in exterior walls and wherev-

er lath and plaster interface with other

building elements. Codes such as the

UBC state that “openings in exterior

walls must be flashed to make them

weather tight.” This means electrical,
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mechanical and plumbing penetra-

tions, as well as window and door

openings. Though flashing usually is

not the responsibly of the lath and plas-

ter subcontractor, it is his responsibility

to install the weather-resistive barrier

membrane, properly ship-lapped with

the flashing membrane, to always

divert intruding water down and out of

the envelope. If there is no flashing or if

it is inadequate, the lath installer would

be well advised to notify the general

contractor, in writing, of the likelihood

of moisture intrusion. If he is told to

ignore the situation and just get his

paper-backed lath installed, these direc-

tions should be conveyed in written

form since problems are predictable.

I recently visited a project where a

number of homes were experiencing

extensive water damage that was pur-

ported to be caused by the paper-

backed lath according, to the lathing

subcontractor and the general contrac-

tor. What I found were aluminum win-

dows with no casing beads, no flashing

and no caulk or sealant. The lathing

contractor chose not to use casing

beads around these windows even

though it is required by code; this made

the problem even worse. He forced

stucco into the window casing, which

saved the cost of installing stucco casing

beads but caused many other problems.

It appeared that he neglected to consid-

er what would happen when the alu-

minum window expanded and con-

tracted, and also what would happen

when the stucco receded from the win-

dow frame due to shrinkage during the

curing process. When I viewed this pro-

ject, there was as much as a 3/8-inch

gap between the stucco and the win-
dow. I feel certain that a huge amount

of water entered these cavities every

time it rained. Making this situation

This space left at the
roof flashing provided
ample area for water
intrusion into the
soffit and eventually
the wall cavity.
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worse, the contractor applied the stucco

below grade, which did not allow this

moisture to exit the wall cavity and

probably caused moisture to wick up

from the ground into the wall cavity

On this same project the flashing at the

roof line was only about 1 1/2 inches

long and was installed prior to the

application of the stucco. The stucco

was expected to be forced underneath

the flashing. Gaps as large as a half-inch

were clearly visible from the ground.

Since these gaps were located at the edge

of the roof, which had very narrow sof-

fits, it provided a perfect path for water

passage into the wall cavity Although
the lathing contractor did not install the

roof flashing, he should have written to

the general contractor and informed

him that it would be impossible to

obtain a tight fit of this flashing to the

stucco. The stucco contractor must be

aware of the consequences of poor flash-

ing to the stucco system.

The moisture entered this wall
cavity and actually exited at the
bottom of the window. This is due
to the absence of adequate flash-
ing at the roof line and no flash-
ing around the windows.

This is a joint that was not
cleaned properly. Note the hori-
zontal crack about six inches
above the joint.
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Additionally, the painter is usually

responsible for caulking and sealing

around all openings; if these openings

are not sealed, water will penetrate the

wall cavity, When this happens, it will

eventually have disastrous effects on the

sheathing and finally on the stucco sys-

tem. The project owner has no idea why

the stucco is cracking and delaminating

from the wall, all he sees is a bad stucco

job. Even if the stucco contractor did

everything by the book and provided an

excellent job, he still could be sued,

costing him the expense of a forensic

investigation and a legal defense, which

could cost thousands of dollars.

A recent change in ASTM C 1063 and

also in the Southern Building Codes,

which references C 1063, is the

requirement that a foundation weep

screed be used at the bottom of all exte-

rior framed walls. This is an accessory

that resembles a casing bead, but

instead of having a 90-degree ground

flange and an upturned return lip, it

has a downsloping ground with no

return lip. This bead allows any mois-

ture that might reach the construction

paper and migrate to the bottom of the

wall to exit the stucco membrane. I

should caution that neither this acces-

sory nor the construction paper will

stop water that leaks in through gaps

created by poor or non-existent flash-

ing, since this moisture usually goes

directly into the wail cavity

Most suspended ceilings are attached to

framing members such as bar joist or

truss members, or they are attached

directly to the ceiling or the floor above

by means of hanger wires and a cold

rolled channel gridwork. ASTM C

1063 requires that the main runners be

held off any penetrations or walls a

minimum of 1 inch. Cross-furring

channel members and all accessories

such as casing beads and expansion

joints must maintain a minimum clear-

ance of 3/8 inch from all abutting sur-

faces. All this simply means that the

ceiling membrane must have enough

clear space around the perimeter so that

it will freely float.

This rule is critical to the properly

functioning stucco ceiling. A ceiling
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will exhibit structural cracking if it is

restricted on the perimeter but experi-

ences movement up or down in the

center beyond the allowable deflection

of L/360 (about one-third of an inch in

10 feet of length). This type of damage

usually requires extensive repair work.

Most of the time we see this type of

ceiling restriction performed for rea-

sons of security concerns or to prevent

uplift due to wind pressures, such as
ceilings for exterior porticos. Uplift pre-

vention can be accomplished easily

with the use of two cold-rolled chan-

nels placed toe to toe to form a box

around the hanger wires (a length of
rigid electrical conduit may also be

used for this purpose). The length of

these channels should be approximate-

approved by any code body, and we

have seen this system fail due to “peel

off.” The problem is that, most often,

25-guage hat channels ate employed as

furring; this does not offer enough

holding power for the screws to provide

adequate pull-out strength. Until these

systems are tested and approved, we rec-

ommend they be avoided.

C O N C L U S I O N S

There are many other f-actors in the art

of stucco application that can cause a

stucco application to fail. I believe the

key word in the preceding sentence is

“art.” Although the lathing process is

reasonably well-defined, the plastering

process is still largely an art form. Many

variables can dictate the success or

failure of a stucco application. For

example, the texture (grading) of

the sand, the amount of fines in

the sand, the amount of moisture

in the sand, the type of cement

used, whether or not lime or some

acrylic additive is used and the

abilities of the plasterer and the

mixer to know how to adjust for all
This ceiling was impinged at the of these variables, to name a few.
perimeter and therefore cracked due to
excess deflection at mid panel.

ly 1 1/2 inches shorter than the hanger

wires in order to accommodate any

movement of the ceiling. These can be

placed at each corner or more often if

desired for security reasons. Remember

that a 10-foot-square portland cement

ceiling with 7/8-inch stucco weighs

approximately 1,200 pounds and is not

easily lifted.

Occasionally, we have seen suspended

ceilings utilizing 1 1/2-inch cold rolled

channel for main runners and hat chan-

nel for cross furring. To our knowledge,

this system has not been tested or

Considering that stucco has been

around since the time of the pharaohs

and in its present form since shortly

after the turn of the century, it is safe to

say that portland cement stucco is a

tried-and-true system that will contin-

ue to be used for many centuries to

come. People will continue to invent

systems that profess to be better, cheap-

er or faster to install; however, over the

long haul, stucco will continue to be

one of the best exterior finishes avail-

able to the construction industry. It is

up to the specifiers, contractors and

inspectors to design and construct the

best system possible, one that will

endure for many decades of dependable

service. We know from experience that

this is possible if all those involved will

familiarize themselves with the ASTM

specifications and the building codes

and do their utmost to enforce them.

Knowledge and experience are the best

tools our industry has. Only our indus-

try’s practitioners can decide to use

these tools or waste them. We must

once again instill in our contractors the

pride of workmanship that was once

possessed by our predecessors in the

stucco industry We must build to last

longer than the one-year warranty

offered by most general contractors.

I would like to conclude by offering my

thanks to all those who contributed

their thoughts and experiences to me so

that this article would be possible. It is

the hope of all of us that by making our

concerns and experiences known,

maybe our industry will be strength-

ened and improved.
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